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Freestanding Elliptical
Aluminium Football Goals
Package - 12' x 4'
BX/DC 2719/12X4-PAK1
Freestanding 5-a-side goals, manufactured by Stadia
Sports, constructed from elliptical aluminium, complete
with nets. Supplied as a pair.
Also available as a complete goal package (includes
2 x goals, sockets, nets and net supports).
Goal Features:
Professional goals with full length crossbars &
uprights.
Constructed from elliptical 100mm x 107mm
OD aluminium.
Powder coated white.
Precision cut elbow joints for strength.
Channel takes safety net fixings (included).
34mm tubular steel net supports.
Size: 3.66m x 1.22m (12' x 4').
Total Weight: 120kg (set of 2).

Package Includes:
BX/DC 2719/12X4 Goals x 2
BX/DC 2161A Goal Nets x 2
Goalposts are held in stock at our factory in
Staffordshire, England. We operate distribution all over
the UK using our transport network. We generally can
supply the goals within 2 working weeks although can
deliver even quicker on request (additional charges may
apply).
Dimensions:
12' x 4' (3.66m x 1.22m)
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Specification:
Manufactured from 100mm x 107mm x 2.5mm
elliptical aluminium
Powder coated white as standard
Tested to BS EN 8462:2012
Manufactured in the UK
Package includes goalposts, sockets, nets and
net supports
Also includes 4 free Santos footballs and ball
bag
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